
 

BLINKING SMART 

The One Touch Smart 
Lane Changer is the most 
remarkable new product 
from KAH Technologies. 

 

This technology has been 
developed in response to 
the market’s increased 
demand for new products 
designed with safety in 
mind. 

 

MORE FROM KAHTEC 

Please watch for other 
developments within the 
“Be Seen Be Safe” product 
line up like the Smart Eye 
license plate frame sensor 
and the Smart Stop third 
brake light module. 

To learn more about 
KAHTEC and the 

innovative products 
that are designed 

with safety in mind, 
check out our 

Website today at 

 

www.kahtec.com 
 

REMEMBER 
Be Seen, Be Safe. 

 
Local Dealer 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Copyright 2004. KAH Technologies All rights reserved. 
For auto safety accessories, Lighting and other Laws 
vary from state to state. KAH Technologies makes no 
representation or warranty to the legality of its products 
for street use on any vehicle or in any location. 

 

SAFETY AND INNOVATION 

 

BLINKING SMART 

One Touch 
Lane Changer 

Works with what ever you drive. 

 

Be Seen Be Safe 

KAH TECHNOLOGIES 

www.kahtec.com 



BLINKING SMART 
The One Touch 
Smart Lane Changer 

It’s a low cost intelligent safety device. 

It allows for ONE Touch Lane 
changing which means you can be 
seen and safe making your maneuver. 

By simply touching your indicator 
switch up or down ONCE, Blinking 
Smart will flash the indicator lights an 
additional 6 times 

No more holding and keeping your 
fingers on your turn switch when 
changing lanes. 

It’s microprocessor monitors the turn 
indicator circuits to turn them on if the 
switch has been touched momentarily.  

Very simple, it’s a “DIY” installation.  It 
can fit either under the hood or in the 
trunk by connecting the device wires to 
the existing indicator circuit.  Simply 
follow the wiring instructions supplied 
with your Blinking Smart One Touch 
Lane Changer.

 

 

It’s a compact device that measures   
2 x 2 x 0.75 inches including the 
mounting attachment. 

 

It should work on most vehicles that 
have separate rear brake and indicator 
lights. 

Cars like some Fords use the same 
bulb (light), for the brake and rear 
indicators.  In these types of vehicles, 
the front and rear indicator circuits on 
each side are controlled with separate 
signals.  If installed on the rear 
indicator circuits, Blinking Smart will 
not be able to control the front 
indicators or the dashboard lights. 

 

 Blinking Smart is a very low power 
consumption device that attaches to the 
existing turn indicator circuit so there are 
no wires to cut.  It's microprocessor draws 
about the same amount of power as the 
dashboard clock so your vehicles Engine 
Control Unit (ECU) will never know that 
the Blinking Smart is there. 

Both indicator drive outputs can deliver 
up to 9 Amps, which should allow up 
to 5 separate bulbs to be flashing at 
the same time. 

YOU ! 
If YOU are that person that does not 
use their indicators at all … OR that 
blinks them once and proceeds when 
changing lanes or exiting an 
intersection, then THIS is the product 
for YOU. 

Did you know that failure to use your 
indicators when turning or changing 
lanes is a ticketing offence? 

We have all been behind someone 
who never uses their turn indicators, or 
whose blinker never goes off.  You 
become irritated and often make a 
dangerous maneuver to pass the car. 
Alternatively, someone behind you 
may become irritated because you 
have forgotten to use or turn off your 
indicator when changing lanes.  Make 
life easier and SAFER with BLINKING 
SMART, the ONE TOUCH LANE 
CHANGER. 

WHAT IS BLINKING SMART ? 

WHAT DOES BLINKING SMART DO? 

HOW DOES IT WORK ? 

HOW DOES IT DO THAT ? 

HOW DOES THE DEVICE INSTALL ? 

HOW BIG IS BLINKING SMART ? 

WHAT VEHICLES WILL IT WORK ON ?

WHY SEPARATE REAR INDICATORS ?

HOW WILL IT AFFECT MY CAR ? 

WHO NEEDS BLINKING SMART ? 


